Whether the Speedmatic Twister, the Tornado or the Zyklon – all three mechanical sweepers give top
performance in their class. And these winds don’t throw up any dust or dirt – they just get rid of it. Rapid
and efficient, powerful and thorough... And best of all, each of the three machines is easy to operate,
easy to manoeuvre and attractively priced. The Wetrok winds will put clout into your cleaning!

Whichever of the three mechanical sweepers you choose, the quality is something you can count on –
and you can also be sure of an excellent cost-benefi t ratio. Whether you go for the Twister, the Tornado
or the Zyklon – Wetrok gives your cleaning a boost, so you can really put the wind in your sails.

Technical data
Max. sweeping width (2 SB)
Theoretical surface performance
Dirt container
Emptying dirt container
Filter type
Filter area
Filter material
Filter vibration
Motor & drive
Power input
Battery operating time
Speed max.
Max. recommended working speed
Max. speed XT-Version **
Traction
Drive
Overall length
Overall width
Overall height
Weight
Min. turning radius
Max. climbing: work/transport
Max. climbing XT-Version **: work/transport

Twister

Tornado P/P-XT**

Tornado B/B-XT**

Zyklon

780 mm
ca. 3500 m2/h
40 l
manual
Panel
2.25 m2/h
polyester
manual
battery
0.3 kW
up to 3 hrs
–
–
–
–
back wheel
1280 mm
750 mm
1130 mm
98 kg
–
–
–

1250 mm
8125 m2/h
95 l
manual
Cartridges
6 m2
polyester
electrical
battery
5.5 PS
–
6.5 km/h
5.5 km/h
4.5 km/h
hydraulic
front wheel
1395 mm
1010 mm
1140 mm
262 kg
2600 mm
12 %*/18 %*
16 %*/20 %*

1250 mm
8125 m2/h
95 l
manual
Cartridges
6 m2
polyester
electrical
battery
24 V
approx. 4 hrs
6.5 km/h
5.5 km/h
4.5 km/h
electro
back wheel
1395 mm
1010 mm
1140 mm
337 kg
2600 mm
12 %*/18 %*
16 %*/20 %*

1540 mm
12320 m2/h
160 l
hydraulic
Cartridges
8 m2
polyester
electrical
Diesel
17 PS
–
8 km/h
7 km/h
–
hydrostatic
front wheel
1630 mm
1210 mm
1520 mm
645 kg
3050 mm
16 %*/18 %*
–
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… And all this with tried and tested Wetrok quality...

Photographed in Museum of Transport Switzerland, Lucerne

When it comes to sweeping and vacuuming there are fresh winds blowing –
the Wetrok winds

* depends on the adhesion of the front wheel, nature of the surface and the operator’s skill
** XT = with more powerful traction motor

Art. No.

Description

Art. No.

Description

Art. No.

Description

71.500

Speedmatic Twister

71.501
71.504
71.502
71.505

Speedmatic Tornado B
Speedmatic Tornado B-XT **
Speedmatic Tornado P
Speedmatic Tornado P-XT **

71.503

Speedmatic Zyklon

Accessories
71.800 PPL/Steel side broom
71.801 Carpet set

Accessories
71.811 Dirt container insert
71.813 Non-marking wheels Tornado P
71.814 Non-marking wheels Tornado B
71.815 PPL/Steel side broom
71.817 Premium cylindrical brush
71.820 Operating hours meter

Wetrok AG Steinackerstrasse 62, CH-8302 Kloten
Tel. +41 43 255 51 51, Fax +41 43 255 53 79, www.wetrok.ch
Wetrok Austria GmbH Kolpingstrasse 18, A-1230 Wien
Tel. 0800 20 48 68, Fax 0800 20 48 78, www.wetrok.at
Wetrok GmbH Maybachstrasse 35, D-51381 Leverkusen
Tel. +49 2171 398-0, Fax +49 2171 398-100, www.wetrok.de

Accessories
71.830 PPL/Steel side broom
71.833 Premium cylindrical brush
71.835 Non-marking wheels
71.839 Dust seal
71.840 Reverse signal

Speedmatic Twister,
Tornado and Zyklon.
Boosting your cleaning performance. In next to no time.

Speedmatic Twister:
nifty as a whirlwind – and compact

Speedmatic Tornado:
swift as the wind – up there with Formula One

Speedmatic Zyklon:
a mighty storm – and the dirt is gone

The Speedmatic Twister is speedy and compact – and it sweeps over an impressive width of 780 mm. In spite
of its light weight it has everything you could wish for, even including a battery charger. The battery activates
the sidebrooms, the rotating cylindrical brush and the vacuuming system and gives you a powerful drive.

This ride-on machine – the compact variant in its class – is perfectly easy to pilot around. And you can
cover the ground in next to no time – even when going uphill. This saves you time and increases your
productivity. The Speedmatic Tornado sweeps effi ciently and thoroughly – all this with tried and tested
Wetrok quality.

With the Speedmatic Zyklon, you can combat dirt with a vengeance. Even a lot of waste on extensive
surfaces can be effi ciently got rid of. With its powerful torque, the diesel engine offers top performance
and a long operating time.

Efficient

Clever

Convenient

• More cleaning in less time

• The compact ride-on machine
of its class

• Easily manageable and easy
to operate

• Ideal cost-benefit ratio

• Large capacity means it can
be used for long periods

• Polyester filter for damp
sweepings
• Battery power means low noise
and no emissions

• Easy to service thanks to its
well thought out structure

Convenient

Convenient

Power

• Easy to manoeuvre, even in
corners and confined spaces

• Manageable, easy to operate
and to manoeuvre

• The powerful and robust
machine for large areas

• Battery charging unit included
as part of the sweeper

• Comes in a petrol version
and in a battery version for
low-noise operation

• Can handle loads of dirt
without flinching

• Powerful traction motor
(hydrostat) as an accessory
for gradients up to 16%

• Dirt container lifts hydraulically
for emptying

• Simple servicing thanks to
easy machine access

Smart

Powerful

Stamina

• Compact push sweeper for
narrow passages and
confined forecourts

• High speed operation saves
loads of time

• Powerful diesel drive

• Maximum performance for
the price
• Needs little servicing, is
practically always ready to use

Can also be used indoors
The Speedmatic Twister can be adapted for use with a carpet brush. This means it is capable of sweeping
textile fl oor coverings, and it can clean even large areas without any problem. As it runs on battery power, it
is almost soundless and without has no exhaust – making it ideal for enclosed spaces.

• Polyester filter for damp
sweepings
• Protected against knocks with
oscillating side brushes

Stamina and quiet performance
The Speedmatic Tornado comes either with a petrol engine or with a battery drive. This effi cient unit can be
used for long periods without need of a break – and with battery power, the Speedmatic Tornado makes your
cleaning a quiet but effective breeze.

• Large, washable filter surface
made of polyester
• Maximum cleaning performance,
thanks to its sophisticated
vacuuming system

Just hit the lever
when the capacious dirt container of the Speedmatic Zyklon is full for effortless emptying. , you can empty
it without any muscular exertion. When you operate the lever the dirt container lifts hydraulically, so that you
can easily tip the content into the waste bin.

